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Modular beautiful people 2ch-edition
» Monday May 07, 2012 9:22 PM I want to use and (full version) at the same time because I want to play as Daedra Seducer but want to use at least one mod that requires Modular Beautiful People 2ch Edition Plus, which requires and possibly as well. If I use all four mods together the race eyes added by RBP are mis-placed and always look in the wrong
direction. I've learned that it happens because BP2 and MBP2 replace default eyelashes with Complex Eyelashes, and I can fix this problem by moving bp2ed and MBP2ed eyelashes to another folder and then switching the path in the corresponding .esm/.esp file. I'm pretty sure I should also move the texture of the eyes from those two mods to another
folder and then redirect the path in the .esm/.esp file, right? Has someone already made it to him/her and would be so kind to share? Otherwise I will try to fix it myself and then upload it here if I succeed, but then you may have to endure that I go back more often looking for help. Trevor Bostwick Posts: 3393Joined: Tue Sep 25, 2007 10:51 am » Tuesday 08
May 2012 012 01:09 am Do not try to use both at once (It does not matter if you use RBP for character 1, and MBP for character 2 for two do not override the default eyelashes and other textures). If MBP also replaces the default eye textures (yes, Pretty People do that), remove them, edit the plugin to reassess the texture of the eyes (Check the
Complicated Eye plugin to find a suitable eye texture). And: Check the . It seems to rebalance MBP races like RBP (acting like some kind of compatibility patch). Marcus Jordan Posts: 3474Joined: Fri Jun 29, 2007 1:16 pm » Monday May 07, 2012 8:13 PM I've found an RBP for MBP, unfortunately the latest version seems to be RBP9.0.I've tried to fix the
eye, although I haven't managed to fix all the eye options; some help how to fix it is appreciated:- Argonian eye option 'Vermilion'- 'Red' eye option for all races expect Seducer- 'Gold' eye choice for Orcs and Khajiit; I didn't find that eye under 'Character' -&gt; 'Eyes' in CS- Most of aureal and Mazken eye options; I don't know why the file is corrupted: is using
Race Balance Project 10.52 content, so all credits go to bg2408 and modders that have created eye textures that I have added in this file. Simply move all the files in this .7z file in the data folder, expect to 'bgBalancingEVCore.esp' no files will be overwritten. lacy lake Posts: 3450Joined: Sun Dec 31, 2006 12:13 pm » Tuesday May 08, 2012 10:38 am Maybe
you have found this link and may have had them, but this can help. This is a Japanese post about what it looks like to make the eye work between these mods in a more bruteforce way: changing the eye files. google translate link via: link: not sure how viable this option is. It seems to require multiple downloads in an attempt to better automate the process.
Other possible mods: like any other modification method? Not sure. Also, how do you use your mod? Like bp/mbp/++ and rbp install orders (which should override that), when to put in your current mod, and is there wrye bashing involved (what should be checked/not checked)? So far I have mostly just seen the bashed patch almost strip all eyes of
everything to try and remove the googlyness, but some npc will still googly. Just assuming it's because of the specific eyes you mentioned. I made an omod out of everything I could so mess it up so quickly and painlessly. flora Posts: 3479Bergalah: Friday June 23, 2006 1:48 pm Return to IV - Oblivion Modular Beautiful People 2ch-Edition (Full)
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log in, you can choose up to 12 games that will be displayed as favorites in this menu. Sign in to see a list of your favorite games. See all games (1152) Modular Beautiful People (MBP) is a compilation of all the best race-mods out there. NOTE: I am not claiming any part of this mod. This is just a guide with all the links and useful things need to install mods.
MBP includes popular racing mods such as Moonshadow Elves and also contains exclusive stand-alone racing mods. Permissions and credits Credit and distribution permissions Other user assets All assets in this file belong to the author, or derived from permission Upload free modder resources for use You are not allowed to upload this file to other sites
under any circumstances Your modification permission is allowed to modify my file and release bug fixes or improve features without permission from or credit to me Your conversion permission is not allowed to convert the file this is to work on other games under any circumstances Permission to use your assets allowed to use the assets in this file without
permission or create me Permission to use assets in mods/files being sold You are not allowed to use assets from this file in any mod/file being sold , for money, in The Steam Workshop or any other platform Permission to use assets in mods/files that earn donation points you must obtain permission to earn Donation Points for your mod if they use my assets
This author has not provided additional records regarding the permission of the MBP Creator file, whoever they are. (readme in Japanese, cant really read it)*Original Creator from the guide at Lovers Lab. I based this work from thiers Mod did not choose to receive Beautiful People Modular Donation PointsIf you want to find info about the mod itself (race
picture and name, ect.) go to the MBP 2ch-Ed ++ page here at Oblivion Nexus. HERE is the link. This page is just a guide to getting and installing mods, it doesn't really include details on in-game mods. ForewordSalah found this mod hidden in dark corners of the internet. When I found this mod and saw what it did, I was amazed. How this is NOT one of the
most popular, famously sleeped mods? How can it not even be on the Nexus Oblivion? Then when I went to install it, I found the answer to my question. Mod is really in on and no updated instructions. It has a lot of complicated instructions (for me) and a lot of different files that you have to download and install. So here I am, cleaning it all up. Download
FileHow important files you need A: Beautiful People 2ch-Ed v1.8.0 FixedDownload basic MBP files. This is the link:Beautiful People 2ch-Ed v1.8.0 Fixed (295.9 Mb)B: Modular Beautiful People (MBP) 2ch-Edition (Full) 1.4Downoad this file. It appears in four sections and must be downloaded separately. Download to the same folder, for easy access. Here's
the link:#1: MBP v1.4 PART 1 (95.7 Mb)#2: MBP v1.4 PART 2 (95.7 Mb)#3: MBP v1.0 PART 4 (95.7 Mb)#4: MBP v1.4 PART 4 (28.3 Mb)C: Modular Beautiful People 2ch Edition Plus PlusNow is available on Oblivion Nexus. It also has other optional files (which I recommend) but not nessesary. Download only the first file, which is under -MAIN FILES-. This
should be called 'MBP Plus Plus 098a Full' This is the link:MBP Plus 098a Full (477.3 Mb)D: Whatever Download add-on or other extension you want. You may also want to download the textures and body mods of your choice (but I'm sure you already have them). You may also want to download my English fixes, which will add an English description to the
race. WARNING: This is incomplete and inaccurate. If any of you want to edit it for accuracy, then feel free to do so without giving it my credit. Extract/Merge FilesWhen all that needs to be combined is file B: Modular Beautiful People (MBP) 2ch-Edition (Full) 1.4. The rest you can extract with your decompression software (such as 7-zip and win-zip). If you
don't have it (how do you call yourself a gamer/modder? [no fouls]), get a 7-zip. It is the easiest and fastest to use. HERE is the link. Also, if you want to create OMOD from compressed archives (it will take longer), you obviously have to keep the original file compressed. MERGE: Modular Beautiful People (MBP) 2ch-Edition (Full) 1.4Back to that topic. It
should be as easy as extracting another file. Has all four files (in .rar, untraceable format) in one folder containing only those four files. Drag the cursor and highlight all four files. Right-click and go to '7-zip &gt; Extract file...' and choose a location. It should be successfully extracted. Otherwise, be sure to update your 7-zip version (using the link above) or
download win-zip (sometimes 7-zip doesn't work). InstallationThis is the real part. Most of you may have a body replacement mod already installed. If so, don't worry about it. Otherwise, I recommend installing it before starting to install these files. WARNING: This section may take longer than downloading a file. this section, you will create large OMOD GBs
files. You won't be able to use your computer for anything else that's aggressive, because it leeches all your processing power. Prepare to clock making OMOD. You will need an OBMM (I didn't even add a link, if you don't have this, you don't deserve to be on Oblivion Nexus)INSTALL: Beautiful People 2ch-Ed v1.8.0 FixedThis is the main file. Open obmm
and go down to the [Create] button. Click and you will get the 'omod creator' window open. Don't worry about the name and all that for now. Click [Add folder] or [Add archive] depending on which format you saved it in. It should contain folders, and you will see .esm and .esp files under 'Plugins' it should say 'Relative path' and the two files below: 'Beautiful
People 2ch-Ed Vanilla Race.esp' and 'Beautiful People 2ch-Ed.esm'. Since it has no omod conversion data (and no scripts or any additions) you can name it whatever you want, but I recommend naming it something relevant. This is how your window will look like:Click the [Create omod] button at the bottom and wait like 30 minutes, then it will appear in your
mod list on the right side. Activate the mod (this will take quite a while too) and you should have two new data files on the right side; two that you see under 'Relative Path' when creating omod. Congratulations, you have now installed the main Pretty People file. One down, two to go. INSTALL: Modular Beautiful People 2ch-Edition (Full) 1.4.omodThis should
be very simple. Or not. The file is already in omod format, so you need to click the [Load] button in the bottom right while in OBMM. Just go and find the file wherever you merge the four files into it, and select the .omod file. This should load and appear in the mod list on the right side. Click on it to activate. Now comes the not-so-very-simple part. There is a
script to install. This gives you several options about what to install via messages and the options box. And all in Japanease. Since I didn't create this mod, I don't have the right to pursue the original omod script to make it translated, so I'll put it right here: #1 mailbox: This will ask you (in Japan) if you want to install the Hair Ren add-on or not. I will personally
click yes (the more hair options the better)#2 message: If you click yes, it will say that it adds an .esp file to disable the blind-ing part and mask of the add-on. Click OK.#3 message: You will be asked if you want to install several different eye types. I will personally click yes (again, the more options, the better)you will get a conference message after that, just
click the OK#4 option box: If you click yes, it will display an option box with several options (such as disabling light-eye, ect.) I will personally highlight 'Default' and click OK. This will give you All extra eyes and nothing. This will give you a conference message after that, just click the mailbox OK#5: This will ask if you want to install the Male Body Type on the
plane. I will personally click no, because it will befall you you one and always naked. If you click yes, I believe it will display an option box where you want. (EC, HGEC, TFF or RM) I will personally install it myself. #6 message: This will ask if you want to install a Female Body Type on board. I will also click no to this one, because, again, it will overwrite your
current body mod and always be naked. You also don't have a choice of body (such as cup size or lower body size) so your other body mods will work properly. If you click Yes, it will show an option box that asks you to choose between content types. If you click yes to #5, you will pass this and go automatically to the woman's body shrinker selection box.
There are four options, but I can't upload photos because I never chose this option. I just stick with my HGEC one. You can get it AFTER you do all that, it should start loading. You'll need to confirm some overwrite, and you'll end up with a green bar next to your mod name in the mod list. Congratulations, you have successfully installed part 2/3 of uberepicness. INSTALLATION: Modular Beautiful People 2ch Edition Plus Plus(Full) 1.4.omodThis one is not in .omod format as #2 today. You have to make it. Go down to the [Create] button while in OBMM. click [Add folder] or [Add archive] depending on whether you don't compress it or not. Open the file and click [Open]. Name the Mod something right and
press create. It's very simple so I won't upload pictures. Once created, it may have a black box next to its name. Ignore it, double-click on the name to activate. You have to confirm overwrite some .esp files and then you do. Congratulations, you have installed MBP completely. ExtraIf you want to install some texture mods now, you might. Keep in mind that
this mod is very old and will overwrite your new mod file. Like the old versions of Moonshadow and Chocolate Elf will overwrite the newer version, and you will have to reinstall it. If you want to see the picture go to MBP Plus Plus 098a Full, it will show you most of the hair options and some racing. I haven't uploaded many pictures for this because my gaming
rig sucks and I can't even turn on the bloom, let alone HDR, and cant play oblivion above 800x600 resolution. None of the models will look good on my pc. If anyone installs this mod and has a good game rig, can you get some shots from different races and upload them here? This is going to help a lot. DisclaimerI don't have any part of this mod. All credit for
this mod is given to their respective creators. I just created a guide to make it easier mod for people who do not know Japanease (because readme is also in Japanease). Don't credit me for anything regarding this mod, I don't deserve it :D If any of you have any problems with anything, leave a comment and I'll try to resolve it. Also, you may find cross-eyed
races and demonic looks that are being raced into I can fix it, but I'm going to need the exact details of this problem. So leave a comment for anything. On a side note, I plan to create an NPC mod that will convert npc vanilla races into several MBP races. This will make the NPC look less stupid and sharper. I know there are already 'sexy' NPC mods, but this
one will be different. Different.
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